44:04:01:07. REPORTS...
Each facility shall report to the department within 48 hours of the event ... any missing patient or resident... Each facility shall also report to the department as soon as possible any fire with structural damage or where injury or death occurs; any partial or complete evacuation of the facility resulting from natural disaster; or any loss of utilities, such as electricity, natural gas, telephone, emergency generator, fire alarm, sprinklers, and other critical equipment necessary for operation of the facility for more than 24 hours...

44:04:03:02. GENERAL FIRE SAFETY.
Each licensed health care facility covered under this article must be constructed, arranged, equipped, maintained, and operated to avoid undue danger to the lives and safety of its occupants from fire, smoke, fumes, or resulting panic during the period of time reasonably necessary for escape from the structure in case of fire or other emergency. The fire alarm system must be sounded each month. A minimum of two staff members must be on duty at all times. In multilevel facilities, at least one staff member must be on duty on each floor containing occupied beds. Compliance with this section does not eliminate or reduce the necessity for other provisions for safety of persons using the structure under normal occupancy conditions.

44:04:04:05. PERSONNEL TRAINING.
The facility must have a formal orientation program and an ongoing education program for all personnel. Ongoing education programs must cover the required subjects annually. These programs must include the following subjects:

(1) Fire prevention and response. The facility must conduct fire drills quarterly for each shift. If the facility is not operating with three shifts, monthly fire drills must be conducted to provide training for all staff;

(2) Emergency procedures and preparedness...